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For Teachers
The First Grade text is meant to be explored visually by students like a traditional “big book”. Some teachers may also want their students to have a copy of the book as a digital text on an iPad, Chromebook, or other digital device. Either way, the way students interact with this book is different from other MI Open Book materials.

Each short reading is meant to have some teacher interaction go along with it. We tell you what those are in each section.

This chapter also requires construction of a small box. You may use the lid of a ream of paper for creation of this box, or have a sturdier one built for you. This same box will be used across all K-2 books. You may want to have one sturdy one built and shared between teachers.

A brief PowerPoint presentation detailing the reasons for building this box is available in the orange box on this page.

Printable PDFs with many of the images you may choose to use in your classroom model are available here:

- Doors and Cubbies
- Greenboards and Clocks
- Posters and Map
- Rug and Flowers
- Window Book Cases
- North, South, East, West
- Greenboards

Interactive 3.1 Making a Classroom Map

Making a Classroom Map

This presentation by Dr. Phil Gersmehl provides a brief overview of the model as well as the science reasoning behind it.
Reading is a Geographical Act

Letters are spatial shapes - Round or square, simple or complex, symmetrical or not, with or without “panhandles”.

Direction is important - The only difference between some pairs of letters - b and d, p and q, n and u - is the direction they face.

Words are spatial sequences - Meaning depends not just on the letters but the order in which they are arranged. (Tar and rat mean different things, both as nouns and as verbs!)

Phrases are spatial associations - They are grammatical elements that occur together in the same part of a sentence. Of course, we don’t say “grammatical elements” in first grade, but we do say “white and cat together help us describe Fluffy better than either word alone.”

Words have spatial auras - Nearby words have more influence than distant ones - “I’m walking in an oak forest” means I’m walking and the forest is oak, not “I’m an oak and the forest is walking”

Texts can be diagrammed as spatial hierarchies - Smaller clauses are nested inside larger sections. We can do things in the early grades that make the idea easier to teach later.

Page layout is a set of non-random spatial patterns - Many layout devices, such as paragraph spacing, indents, callouts, and bulleted lists depend on pattern recognition to convey part of the meaning.

Spatial positions can imply logical relationships - Many rhetorical devices such as alliteration, alternation, or phrase repetition use analogical positioning to carry some of their meaning.

Interactive 3.2 Reading is a Geographical Act

A series of activities to be completed in conjunction with this chapter.

The Michigan Content Expectations for 1st Grade

1 - G1.0.1 Construct simple maps of the classroom to demonstrate aerial perspective.

1 - G1.0.2 Describe places using absolute (e.g., home address) or relative location (e.g., left, right, front, back, next to, near).

1 - G1.0.3 Distinguish between landmasses (continents) and bodies of water (oceans) using maps and globes.

1 - G2.0.1 Distinguish between physical (e.g., clouds, trees, weather) and human (e.g., buildings, playgrounds, sidewalks) characteristics of places.

1 - G2.0.2 Describe the unifying characteristics and/or boundaries of different school regions (e.g., playground, reading corner, library, restroom).
Section 1

How do we describe where we are?

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

1. How do we describe where we are?
2. How do we describe special places in our school?
3. How do I describe where I live?

WORDS TO INTRODUCE:
location
model
map
birds eye view

For the Teacher

1 - G1.0.1 Construct simple maps of the classroom to demonstrate aerial perspective.
1 - G1.0.2 Describe places using absolute (e.g., home address) or relative location (e.g., left, right, front, back, next to, near).
1 - G1.0.3 Distinguish between landmasses (continents) and bodies of water (oceans) using maps and globes.
1 - G2.0.2 Describe the unifying characteristics and/or boundaries of different school regions (e.g., playground, reading corner, library, restroom).

In this chapter you’re going to need to build the classroom in a box described at the start of this chapter.

Review this widget on direction words if necessary with your kids.

Interactive 3.3 Where is the dog?

This whole chapter shouldn’t be done quickly - it is building some very important geographic foundations for students. Finish this section by practicing drawing a map of the classroom using a birds eye view.
Chapter 5

How do we get what we need and want?

1. How do goods and services get us what we need and want?
2. Who are producers and consumers?
3. Why do people trade?
4. Why can’t we have everything we need and want?
For Teachers

In Kindergarten, students are introduced to the basic concepts of economics by studying needs and wants. This chapter builds on those foundational concepts. We begin by discussing needs and wants and weaving in instruction on goods and services, taking care to outline the distinction between a good and a service.

From there, students leap into exploring the differences between consumers and producers and examining their role in basic economics. Students should take from this that whenever they do something as commonplace as ordering a pizza that they are consumers, the pizza is a good, and the person who supplies the pizza is a producer.

This builds into a concept that many young children are already familiar with, the concept of trade. Students will learn about the reasons why people trade and discuss what makes a trade fair.

Finally, we discuss the term scarcity and use that as the lens for studying the final supporting question “Why can’t I have everything I need and want.” Scarcity doesn’t have to be a tough concept for teachers to explain, and many examples are given which should help drive home the point.

Is this a fair trade? Why or why not? What would you say to your friend if they wanted to make this trade?
Section 1

How do goods and services get us what we need and want?

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

1. How do goods and services get us what we need and want?
2. Who are producers and consumers?
3. Why do people trade?
4. Why can't we have everything we need and want?

WORDS TO INTRODUCE:
good
service

For the Teacher

1 - E1.0.1 Distinguish between producers and consumers of goods and services.
1 - E1.0.2 Describe ways in which families consume goods and services.
1 - E1.0.3 Using examples, explain why people cannot have everything they want (scarcity) and describe how people respond (choice).
1 - E1.0.4 Describe reasons why people voluntarily trade.
1 - E1.0.5 Describe ways in which people earn money (e.g., providing goods and services to others, jobs).
1 - E1.0.6 Describe how money simplifies trade.

This section introduces goods and services to students. Start the conversation off before reading by asking students if they know what a good is, and what a service is.

This quick check allows students to quickly identify if the pictures are goods or services.

This video will explore the concepts of goods and services further.
A need is something you must have to live. We need food, water, clothing and shelter.
A want is something you would like but don’t need to survive. You may want a new bike or video game...but do you need it to survive?
Goods and services meet our wants and needs.
A **good** is something you can touch. A **service** is something people do for other people. Which picture is a good and which one is a service?

**Interactive 5.1 Goods and Services**
Some examples of goods are clothes, food, toys and electronics. Which of these goods are needs and which ones are wants?
What are some goods you would find at school and at home?
A service is something people do for other people.

Look at these pictures. What service are they providing?
Teachers provide a service to students. What service do teachers provide?
If you are sick or have a medical emergency where would you go? What service would they provide?
Watch this video to learn more about goods and services.
Goods and services meet our needs and wants. Is the food he is eating a good or a service? Is the cable company that provides the Internet a good or a service?
What goods and services do your family use?
Section 2

Who are producers and consumers?

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

1. How do goods and services get us what we need and want?

2. Who are producers and consumers?

3. Why do people trade?

4. Why can't we have everything we need and want?

WORDS TO INTRODUCE:

producer
consumer

For the Teacher

1 - E1.0.1 Distinguish between producers and consumers of goods and services.

1 - E1.0.2 Describe ways in which families consume goods and services.

1 - E1.0.3 Using examples, explain why people cannot have everything they want (scarcity) and describe how people respond (choice).

1 - E1.0.4 Describe reasons why people voluntarily trade.

1 - E1.0.5 Describe ways in which people earn money (e.g., providing goods and services to others, jobs).

1 - E1.0.6 Describe how money simplifies trade.

This section introduces the concepts of consumers and producers. Ask students before beginning if they know what a consumer or producer is.

Check student understanding of consumers and producers with this widget.

Ask students to come up with a list of additional producers and the goods they create.
Producers make things we need and want.

A **producer** can be a person who makes or helps grow goods. They can also offer a service.
A farmer and a toy maker are producers. What are the goods and services they provide?
Consumers use the goods and services that producers make.
When you pick apples, you are the consumer of a good—the apple! A producer grew the apple tree to provide the good to you.
When you go get a haircut you are a consumer of a service. The salon is the producer because they have people to cut your hair.
When you get a pizza delivered you are the consumer of a good because you bought the pizza. You are also consuming the service of having the pizza delivered to your house!
Match the pictures with the words. Make sure they are in the correct order!

**Interactive 5.3 Consumers and Producers**
Section 3

Why do people trade?

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

1. How do goods and services get us what we need and want?
2. Who are producers and consumers?
3. Why do people trade?
4. Why can't we have everything we need and want?

WORDS TO INTRODUCE:

trade

For the Teacher

1 - E1.0.1 Distinguish between producers and consumers of goods and services.
1 - E1.0.2 Describe ways in which families consume goods and services.
1 - E1.0.3 Using examples, explain why people cannot have everything they want (scarcity) and describe how people respond (choice).
1 - E1.0.4 Describe reasons why people voluntarily trade.
1 - E1.0.5 Describe ways in which people earn money (e.g., providing goods and services to others, jobs).
1 - E1.0.6 Describe how money simplifies trade.

This section introduces the concept of trade. Before reading, ask students if they know what trading is and if they have ever traded something.

Is it fair to trade bubble gum for a bike? Discuss this with students.

These are just a few careers people undertake to earn money. Ask students how their parents make money.
A trade is when people give something away and get something in return. We can trade to get something we want or need by giving something away we don’t want or need and getting something we want or need in return.
Long ago, people traded goods and services. This was how people got things they needed and wanted. Some people still do this today.
A fair trade is when both people get what they want or need.
Is this a fair trade? Why or why not? What would you say to your friend if they wanted to make this trade?
How many pieces of candy would it take to make it a fair trade? Is that possible?
Money was invented to make trading easier. You trade money for goods and services. Since people can use money to buy many things, it can make trades fair.
What are some ways people earn money?

Interactive 5.4 Careers
Why can’t we have everything we need and want?

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

1. How do goods and services get us what we need and want?
2. Who are producers and consumers?
3. Why do people trade?
4. Why can't we have everything we need and want?

WORDS TO INTRODUCE:
scarcity

For the Teacher

1 - E1.0.1 Distinguish between producers and consumers of goods and services.
1 - E1.0.2 Describe ways in which families consume goods and services.
1 - E1.0.3 Using examples, explain why people cannot have everything they want (scarcity) and describe how people respond (choice).
1 - E1.0.4 Describe reasons why people voluntarily trade.
1 - E1.0.5 Describe ways in which people earn money (e.g., providing goods and services to others, jobs).
1 - E1.0.6 Describe how money simplifies trade.

Begin this section by asking students why they can't have EVERYTHING they need and want.

After the video plays, the correct answer is if kids kept coming there was not going to be enough cookies to go around. This is an example of scarcity.

Scarcity can be a tough concept for kids. Use this last stop and think to check for students understanding.
Listen to the story *The Doorbell Rang*. As you listen, think about this question.

Why was the child worried about the doorbell ringing?
You’re right! If the kids kept coming there was not going to be enough cookies to go around. This is an example of scarcity!
Scarcity is not having enough of something.
Sometimes people do not have enough money to buy everything they need or want. Money is scarce. When that happens, people have to make choices.
Families have to make choices about which goods and services they need. Pretend that you only have enough money to spend on goods to eat or a new video game. Which one do you choose?
A video game may sound like a good idea right now, but what happens when you get hungry? Your correct choice would be spending the money on something you need instead of want.
Saving your money allows for you to buy things you want or need in the future.
Can think you think of a time when you had to make a choice when something was scarce? What did you choose? What did you give up?
Let’s play the game musical chairs! When the music stops, you will have to find an empty chair. There will not be enough chairs for everyone.

This is scarcity.
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